
Maths
Today, we are going to explore the relationship 

between subtraction and addition.

We are going to look at a pictorial representation to 

identify the whole, break apart into two parts and 

create two addition and two subtraction facts.



To identify the whole, count all of the counters.

We can break the whole apart into two parts – the red part and yellow 

part.

The whole is 7.

The red part is 3.

The yellow part is 4.



We can create two addition facts.

First record the red part and add the 

yellow part to get the whole.

We can then ‘flip’ the parts and add 

them in the opposite order.

Record the yellow part first and add 

the red part to get the whole.

These are your two addition facts.



We can create two subtraction facts.

First record the whole then take away 

the red part. Now you will have only 

the yellow part left.

We can then ‘flip’ the parts.

First record the whole, then take away 

the yellow part.  Now you will have 

only the red part left.

These are your two subtraction facts.



Try another one.

Identify the whole and two parts first.

Then record two addition facts.



Now record the two subtraction facts.



Try this one.

Remember to identify the whole and two parts first.

Can you record two addition and two subtraction 

sentences?



This one is a bit trickier. The colour from the boxes 

are missing.  You will have to remember where the 

whole and the two parts go.

Remember when adding you add the two parts to get 

the whole.

When subtracting, first you have the whole, then 

you take a part away, now you are left with the 

other part.





Problem solving

What could the triangle and square be worth? 



Activity

Sign on to your Teams account to find your individual challenges.  

There will be 10 team points for all those who hand their work in 

on time.


